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ChemicalInfo announces major enhancements to service to help increase subscriber efficiency
within the NextGen database
ChemicalInfo, providers of the most comprehensive online databases for chemical and pharmaceutical companies and
those who do business with them, announces Q3 service enhancements for subscribers. As part of the company's
ongoing commitment to be the industry's preeminent resource for buyers and sellers of chemicals and pharmaceuticals,
NextGen now features Mass Email Functionality and Search by Patent Expiration.
The ability to mass email within the portal will help save subscribers time by allowing them to quickly connect with the
companies and contacts listed in the database. Users can now select multiple companies from a single search and send
an email out in just a few simple steps.
The ability to search by patent expiration is available to all PathFinder Plus users. This adds an additional way to search
along with search by name, CAS, category, country and service or reaction type already offered in the database.
The ability to search by the patent expiry allows users to quickly see what is coming off patent by date. This new feature
complements API producer information included in the DWCP and synthesis path and patent data covered in
PathFinder; along with sales figures and volumes powered by PIERS.
“These additional features now offered in NextGen will help our subscribers save time and allow them to connect with
the companies and contacts and plan their business strategies more efficiently in 2016.” said ChemicalInfo CEO, Ernie
Cote.
For more information on the Mass Email Functionality please watch this short demonstration video here or to learn
more about Search by Patent Expiration please contact the CIS National Sales Team at:
http://chemicalinfo.com/request-a-demo/ or email sales@chemicalinfo.com.

About ChemicalInfo
ChemicalInfo provides the most comprehensive online databases for chemical and pharmaceutical companies and those
who do business with them. Since 1972, ChemicalInfo has been the global information resource for buyers and sellers of
chemicals and pharmaceuticals worldwide. Our global services, include DWCP, DWCP+, PathFinder, PathFinder+,
FinishedForms and FinishedForms+ and ContractMFG which are the most comprehensive set of chemical producers and
distributors, finished form and intermediate users, plus custom and contract manufacturers in the industry. CIS services
cover more than 12,000 producers including contact information and data on 350,000 chemicals titles with synonyms.
For more information, visit http://chemicalinfo.com/.

